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I think we were told the same lies. Tat we could 
watch the world transform before us, understand 
and control any part of it. Instead, our unknown 
organs uncoil a crystalline web in which the 
unprocessed aspects of speech are transmuted. 
Speech is a depth game while vision plays out on the 
splayed face of things. When we talk about vision 
we shut off our eyes to concentrate on movement. 
Movement is the undetectable sex beneath speech. 
You can watch your mother develop a degenerative 
brain disease and wonder what happened to her 
crystalline web, to let this much of the interior slip 
by. Te experiment of skin, when the colors start 
to cut out. We inflame nostalgia as an incessant 
fluorescence. A pine-scented incandescence, as if 
a rolling, oaken barrel of viscera were weighing 
us down. I’m dusting salt in my eyes for a reason. I 
remember your elevator fiction, but I’m less eager to 
know my limits so intimately these days. Does water 
boil at the touch your toes, and how many years 
does it take to resolve an attempt at a particular life 
when you’re spending nights with scrolling text? 
Te walls are on fire but we aren’t letting them 
burn because we can’t actually stop them. I’d let you 
touch my smoked-out eyes but I can’t find where 
I’ve been hanging them in my recent collaboration 
with the blackout. We still sense this constellation’s 
noose. A bleeping inferno, meaning one that bleeps.



T e depths to which we are indebted to death h arangue us silently behind a septic veil. W
hen ask I how

 you are, I m
ean how

 can you be? H
ow

 c an you blister beneath me in such a particular way
?



Tis chicken skin ellipsis envelops us in drippy 
tendrils. When haven’t we erred on the side of 
the errant? When can we stop alphabetizing 
our red herrings? Player two may now join in.
Tis foot-long blade of a conscience, passing 
through the sound of your lips on a glass edge. 
ID ascribes a unique value to each unique value 
to determine disassortative nodes, edges, 
density, and path lengths in search of deep 
patterns. Tis is the contrapasso reflex against 
our focus on isolates and floating diads. Would 
that we could each represent one half of a 
floating diad, modularly adrift in a soothing, 
dynamic range showing zero betweenness 
at high resolution in our embedded-edge 
intrascape. A dystrophic shock. No thanks to 
my necrotic flesh. You think you’re good. Tis 
metabolic intrabronchial whiplash would seem 
to imply breath was meant to be a humiliation. 
And at some point you learn half your blood is 
blue and it’s hard to feel much better or worse 
about it. At some point, someone you love or 
loved finds someone else’s fiancee hanging in 
a closet, and she says the blue blood in his face 
was the worst of it. A hole made minor by the 
hole made minor by the hole that’s inside glass.



If I could make the news crisp with your wiring, I’d key in the paucity of glance in your song. D
ried page m

eets w
et tongue, or is m

ade yellow
ed slave of the sun.


